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Was pretty fun, had cool characters and some okay art 8/10 Would headpat a fox girl. I really liked the first game, this one not
so much. While I get the idea of the characters, I can't help getting worked up due to the writing, the situations, and their
conclusions. They're simply bad. Every single character is annoying to a point where I cant handle it anymore. Im out for now.
Cant play it. Not good for my health. Almost smashed my keyboard several times. Blood pressure rising, neighbor's complaining
because of frustrated screaming all over the building.. +Cute story +Cute music +Cute characters (Familiar tropes, but very well
done) +Cute illustration -Lack of military discipline and what you could/would get away with is. eye rolling if you have a basic
understanding of what morale and discension is lol. -Yoi : This character infuriated me, and it only got worse and worse and
worse and worse and everyone in the story considers her a friend no matter what. no matter what. no matter WHAT! The
morality behind it is so questionable is actually disturbs me eveytime I think of the choices the writer made, creating this story,
and the lessons we're to learn from it. Wish there was options to actually make Faye pull away from this character. -A bit spendy
Thats it really, a great game so far, bit pricey.. Lovely little romance game! Pleasantly surprised.. Kika is cuter than Lenna, but
Faye and Lenna are cuter together. This is a crisis that must be solved. In all seriousness, my only gripe with this VN is that they
didn't use the same art style from Reborn for uniformity (and generally more pleasing assets), instead opting to use an artstyle
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more reminiscent of the VN this is a remake of. Corniest ending possible 10/10 For those worried about it: This game doesn't
end in het. In fact, it is impossible for it to end in het. It's hilarious how BTFO the het gets.. I absolutely love this game. The
protagonist Faye is great. My favorite lady is Kika though, I just adore her self centeredness- I hope I can ship her and Faye,
time will tell. Anyway, I am loving the story, I am extremely happy with my purchase. Awesome game, the choices I have been
presented with so far have very interesting consequences. The storytelling is masterful, all the characters are vibrant and
complex, very diverse and interesting. Excellent game. Very strongly recommend it, I am glad I found it while browsing here on
steam.. I must sayuff0cFaye is the cutest one I want to squeeze her a LOT. I rarely write reviews but I've been playing the bonus
episodes. I just want to say that I've almost completely left PC gaming for the Switch but once I found out about the bonus
episodes I reinstalled and got right back in. I love Rising Angels. Ever since I first cameacross Rising Angels: Reborn I've tried
to get people to check it out. The same with Rising Angels: Hope. I'm near the end of bonus episode 2. I need to dry my tears
after such an emotional scene. I love this series and I cannot wait for more.. I wasn't sure what to expect from this when I first
played it after hearing friends talk about it for a while, but it was quite enjoyable. I played this after RA: Reborn, so it was nice
to see how all the characters from that and how they were back at the Academy. Everyone's got their own story, and I found
myself feeling sympathy for even the less likable characters like Sol and Yoi. And then there's Kika, who just steals the show
whenever she's on the screen. One thing I'd like to mention is that the game's still getting support from the developer - recently
he's started adding some bonus episodes a year after the original release, with all-new characters and scenes. Only two of them
are out so far, but I'm really looking forward to the rest of them. There's admittedly a few typos here and there, but I sent some
of them to the dev and he fixed them pretty fast, so if you spot any yourself you can be assured that if you make a report they'll
be dealt with.
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